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The Easter Bunny, played by WKU freshman Kristina Johnson, Bowling Green, tries to get a high ﬁve from 4-year-old Emma Carpenter Thursday afternoon in Greenwood Mall.
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Golf classic to
honor late WKU
student Boling
By KAYLA SWANSON
news@wkuherald.com

JOSH MAUSER/HERALD

Bowling Green sophomore Joseph Jones and Clarkson freshman Eli Heintzman combine their skills to ﬁx a broken bicycle in
WKU’s Big Red Bikes shop beneath Parking Structure 1. Jones said he hates the way the bicycles get treated on campus. Many
have been abandoned and are later ﬁxed up by mechanics like Jones and Heintzman.

SEE CLASSIC, PAGE 3A

Fixin' it Up

Students pay
two fees for
renovated DUC

Students seek to improve bike lending program
By MICHAEL MCKAY
news@wkuherald.com

There’s a red bike leaned
against the bike racks in front
of Mass Media and Technology
Hall. The bike, marked with a
‘7,’ has been in the same position
for the last week.
That bike is a Big Red Bike,
part of a bike-lending program
offered through the office of Sustainability.
The 36 bikes are refurbished
by student bike mechanics
and made available for checkout for a three-day period at a
time.
Glasgow junior Jade Boyle,
a student worker with Facilities
Management, said a lot of people
don’t follow the three-day limit.
“Some do, but most of them
— I’d say 90 percent of them —
don’t bring them back on time, or
at all,” Boyle said.

Jodi Southerland, office staff
for Facilities Management, said
she agreed with Boyle that a lot
of people don’t bring back the
bikes.
“We have at least six bikes
that have been out since last semester,” Southerland said. “We
have people kind of abuse the
system.”
Southerland said she thinks
people abuse the system because
Big Red Bikes are free to use.
Boyle said a number of people who want the bikes can’t get
them.
“A rough estimate is probably
about 15 — 15 or 20,” she said of
the number of people who come
in a week when the weather is
nice.
She said only five people out
of the 20 will actually be able to
rent out a bike.

The Bowling Green community will
have the opportunity to hit the green and
come together to remember a former
WKU student.
The Inaugural Bradley Boling Golf
Classic will begin at 8 a.m. on April 21
at Crosswinds Golf Course.
The classic is named after Bradley
BRADLEY
Boling, a Bowling Green senior who
BOLING
passed away on Feb. 17.
Proceeds from the classic will go toward a scholarship
fund in Boling’s name that was established by the College Heights Foundation, said Bowling Green junior Max
Oldham, a fraternity brother of Boling’s and an organizer
of the classic.
Other fundraisers have been held to fund the scholarship, including nights at Mariah’s and Buckhead Cafe,
where 20 percent of all proceeds went to the scholarship
fund. Donations are also being accepted.
Students who are Bowling Green natives will be eligible for the scholarship, Oldham said.

By CAMERON KOCH
news@wkuherald.com

We have at
least six bikes
that have been
out since last
semester. We
have people
kind of abuse
the system. "
—JODI SOUTHERLAND
office staff for
Facilities Management

SEE BIKE, PAGE 3A

The Downing University Center renovation is officially underway, being paid for in part by students with
the DUC renovation fee.
But students have been paying for DUC for more
than 40 years, even after the building was fully paid off.
Two separate student fees are going toward the DUC
renovation — the renovation and student centers fee.
DUC was completed and opened in 1970, but it took
until 2008 to finally pay off the debt on the building
due to a series of refinances, said Ann Mead, vice president for Finance and Administration.
Due to the almost four-decade long debt payment
period, President Gary Ransdell said administrators
have known for a long time that DUC was fast becoming out of date.
“We’ve known for the last 10 years that we needed to be moving towards renovating that building,”
Ransdell said. “That building gets such wear and
tear, it needed to be updated. But we couldn’t begin
that process in earnest until the previous debt was removed.”
SEE FEES, PAGE 3A

BG-based Sleeper Agent living tour life
By CHRIS RUTLEDGE
news@wkuherald.com

Life is moving fast for the
members of Sleeper Agent as
they fly down Interstate 65 on
a seven-hour drive from Chicago to Nashville.
Running on four hours of
sleep and exhausted from
back-to-back tours with fun.
— which is another band —
and Ben Kweller, the most
frustrating part of the day
for bassist Lee Williams
comes when the band speeds
right past the exit to Bowling
Green.
“I haven’t seen home for
a month-and-a-half, and I
won’t see it again for another
month,” William said. “All I
want to do is just lay down in
my bed.”
Instead, the band will finish out the tour with Kweller,
play a few more dates with
fun., and then it’s off to Indio,
Calif., where the band will
play one of its biggest shows
yet, the Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival.
Getting on the Coachella
lineup wasn’t something Wil-

TUES. 65˚/ 38˚

liams expected, but if there’s
anything the past year has
taught him, it’s to expect the
unexpected.
In 2010 the band was one
of the low-billed opening acts
for WKU’s M.A.S.T.E.R. Plan
concert on campus.
Since then, the sextet has
released a critically acclaimed
album cut with Cage The Elephant producer Jay Joyce,
won second place in Rolling
Stone’s Best New Artists of
2011 and made its network
television debut on Late Night
with Jimmy Fallon.
But Williams was nonetheless surprised when the
Coachella lineup was announced and his band was
among the likes of Radiohead
and At The Drive-In.
“We found out the same
way the rest of the world did,”
Williams says.
Williams’ bandmate, keyboardist Scott Gardner, said
that while the band’s success
didn’t come overnight, it can
be surreal at times.
“It was almost like an exponential growth,” Gardner
says. “The past few years

WED. 63˚/ 36˚

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

BRITTANY SOWACKE/HERALD

Lee Williams, bottom, and Scott Gardner, top, of Sleeper Agent relax during a night off in Memphis. “We take any
chance we get to stay in an actual house. Even if we sacriﬁce a little comfort by sleeping on couches or inﬂatable
beds, we gain it back and then some from clean laundry and home-cooked meals,” Gardner said. “A stay in an
actual home leaves you feeling a little bit more human than a stay in some random hotel.”

have been pretty much a
whirlwind.”
And while the band members are thrilled about their

THURS. 67˚/ 48˚

meteoric rise, singer/guitarist
Tony Smith says they’ve barely had time to take it all in.
“As soon as we achieve

FRI. 70˚/ 36˚

SAT. 80˚/ 62˚

one goal, we start focusing on
our next goal,” Smith says.
SEE AGENT, PAGE 3A
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Somerset senior Jasey Beckman washes the feet of her boyfriend, Parker Wornall, a junior from Paris, Ky., during Holy Thursday mass at St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church on April 5

Last week was Holy Week,
the most sacred week in the
Christian religious calendar.
The week reflects on the belief
that Jesus Christ sacrificed
himself on the cross to forgive
the sins of humanity.
“Holy Week is my favorite
time of the year,” said Somerset senior Jasey Beckman, a
member of St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Campus Center.
“It really gets you in tune with
what happened in the past.”
Throughout
the
week,
Christians reenact key events
of their faith that occurred
over 2,000 years ago, which

creates a sense of unity, while
also allowing each person to
have a more personal experience in their relationship with
their God.
Owensboro sophomore Sam
Knott, also a member of St.
Thomas Aquinas, said, “Holy
Week is a change of pace from
regular life. It starts off with
so much passion and sadness,
and then turns around completely with such immense joy
on Easter.”
The week starts with Palm
Sunday, then continues with
Holy Thursday, which is the
day of the Last Supper when

Jesus ate with his disciples for
the last time before his death
on Good Friday.
During the Last Supper,
Jesus washed the feet of his
followers, an event that was
reenacted at St. Thomas Aquinas during the Holy Thursday
mass.
According to Knott, the
washing of the feet at St.
Thomas Aquinas is different
than at other Catholic churches. At his home parish, only
the priest washes the feet of
church members, but at St.
Thomas Aquinas, everyone in
the church is able to wash the

feet of others.
“It is so humbling to wash
someone’s feet and for someone to wash your feet,” Knott
said. “It makes you uncomfortable, but that’s what is so great
about it. You can experience
how the disciples felt when Jesus washed their feet.”
Beckman said the event is
special to her because it happens at every Catholic church
around the world. “We get
to do what Jesus did, but it’s
more than that — it makes you
feel like you were there when
it actually happened over
2,000 years ago.”

It’s easier to
find investors
once yyou’ve
invested
in yourself.
m

gs.co

The

Run
Red

CRIME REPORTS
Arrests

■ Freshman Dominique Marquee Pendergrass, Pearce-Ford
Tower, was arrested
April 8 and charged
with possession of
marijuana and drug
paraphernalia and
possessing or trafficking controlled substances within 1,000
feet of a school.
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CLASSIC
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The scholarship amount
is yet to be determined.
Oldham said he hopes it will
eventually become a fullride scholarship.
Oldham also hopes those
who participate in the classic
will “have a good time and
good fellowship with people
from the university for a
good cause.”
The other two organizers
of the classic, Bowling Green
senior Jordan Williams and
Chicago senior Alise Hogan,
also knew Boling.
Oldham, Williams and
Hogan were in a senior
seminar political science class
with Boling. After they heard
that Boling died, they decided
organizing the classic would
be an opportunity to not only
honor Boling but also be their
project for the seminar class.
“We felt like we had an
opportunity to really impact
our local community,”
Williams said.
Hogan also got her
sorority, Alpha Omicron
Pi, involved and hopes
other Greek organizations
will participate, especially
because the classic occurs at
the end of Greek Week.
“I think it’s a perfect
way to end Greek Week as a
unit,” she said.
Hogan is proud of
the event and hopes
all participants see the
magnitude of it.
“I hope they recognize
the cause and recognize that
they’re part of something
bigger,” she said.
In addition to the classic
tournament, Tony Rhoades
State Farm will host a
smaller Putt-Putt tournament
for those who don’t want to
play in the main tournament.
There will also be awards
for the top finishing teams
and door prizes. Lunch will
be provided.
Registration will last
until April 18. The entry fee
is $120 per four-golfer team.
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The Big Red Bikes
program was started in 2007
by WKU GreenTopper
Ellen Hagan. Sustainability
Coordinator Christian RyanDowning said the first bikes
were kept in the International
Center.
“She’s an alum, and
she’s off in her career now,
but we always like to credit
Ellen, because it was not an
easy program to put together
— finding a place, finding
people to work on the bikes
— and it was all-volunteer at
the very beginning,” RyanDowning said.
Big Red Bikes was
able to grow and move
into its current location at
Facilities Management in
Parking Structure 1 because
of support from Facilities
Management and Parking
Services.
Ryan-Downing
said
Parking Services Director
Jennifer Tougas, an avid
cycler herself, donates
the money from Parking
Services to Big Red Bikes to
fund a bike mechanic for the
program.
Ryan-Downing said as
of March 16, there have been
178 rentals.
“And that’s a lot, but it’s
important to note that that’s
only as much as we could
handle,”
Ryan-Downing
said. “We could’ve easily
had, I don’t know, maybe
twice the rentals if we had
enough bikes to keep up with
demand.
“There’s only so much a
20-hour-a-week student bike
mechanic can do.”
Louisville junior Ben
Aroh is working on a group
project for his Management
210 class. Aroh’s group
chose Big Red Bikes as an
area around campus that
could be improved.
“It’s a new program.
It’s only been around for a
few years,” Aroh said. “The
thing we noticed is the rental
system — the whole system

FEES

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

The student centers fee was put in place
around the time of DUC’s construction to
help pay off the building and remained in
place after it became apparent that DUC
needed renovating, Ransdell said.
The fee took into consideration the
existence of the university center’s fee
already in place, he said.
The renovation fee was put in place last
fall, charging students $70 per semester
to help fund the renovation project. The
renovation fee will be removed once the
debt for the renovation has been paid off,
estimated to be in about 20 years. The
university center’s fee is currently $57, said
Charley Pride, director of Student Activities
and Organizations.
“Had that not been in place, the number
that had been put in place now would have
been a larger number,” he said.
Howard Bailey, vice president for
Student Affairs, said the student center’s fee
hasn’t been used and wasn’t created solely
to pay off debt on the building but to also
pay for day to day needs of the university
center.
The DUC auditorium renovation is an

— has a few kinks in it.”
Aroh said it became
apparent that the rental
system could be worked on
after his group found last
month that 15 bikes from
last semester hadn’t been
returned.
“We didn’t expect that,
but that’s kind of the area
that we will be working on
improving,” Aroh said.
Along with changing
the organization and rental
process, Aroh said his group
wants Big Red Bikes to place
holds on students’ accounts,
similar to what the WKU
library does for students with
fines and unreturned books,
who have the bikes out for
more than a month.
“Just to kind of encourage
students to use the program
properly,” he said.
Ryan-Downing said she
and Aroh were looking into
whether or not they could
place a hold on a student’s
account. She said she
doesn’t want people to be
discouraged from using the
program.
“I don’t want to do it, but
if that’s the only way to get
our bikes back, then I guess,
yeah,” she said.
Aroh said he’s not
worried that placing holds
would hurt the popularity of
the program.
“The majority of the
people have the bike for a
week or two and then bring
them back,” Aroh said. “The
people that would discourage
are, you know, not helping
the program.”
Ryan-Downing
said
Aroh’s group has been
implementing other ideas
to help the program, like
redesigning
the
form
students fill out to get a bike
and getting rid of redundant
folders.
Aroh’s group also created
a key rack to the bikes to help
workers see how many bikes
are available more easily.
Ryan-Downing said Big
Red Bikes will implement
the group’s new system after
they determine if they can put
holds on student accounts.

example of the student centers fee at use.
Since 2008, the university has been sitting on
the fee money, and had that money not been
available for the auditorium renovation, the
price of the renovation fee would have been
higher, Bailey said.
John Osborne, vice president for Campus
Services and Facilities, said the student
center’s fee was put in place in part to pay
off the debt of DUC and Pearce-Ford Tower,
which were built at the same time with the
same bond.
“The fee was put in place not only to
retire the debt on the Downing Center but
was also a fee for university centers to use
for day to day operations,” Osborne said.
Pride explained that the main source
of money that goes toward the current
renovation is the student renovation fee,
making up around $2.1 million a year. Of
the money earned from the student centers
fee, about $400,000 goes toward paying
off the renovation debt, while the rest helps
maintain DUC daily operations.
Bailey said the fee won’t be going away
any time soon.
“It will stay in place … and 20 years
from this renovation project, you’re going to
have to have maintenance money and things
to take care of things that occur between
now and then.”

AGENT

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Which isn’t to say the band isn’t
having fun along the way. Smith fondly
recalls playing a cruise with Weezer,
meeting Questlove and Jimmy Fallon,
and starring in a music video directed
by his friend Matt Shultz of Cage The
Elephant.
Shultz and company have played
a big part in Sleeper Agent’s success,
taking the band on tours across the
country and helping promote them
via social networking. But Smith said
touring with friends has its downsides.
“It’s always great to see them,
but the next morning is always the
worst morning ever,” Smith said.
“Sometimes it’s better to be in your
zone and not know anybody. If we’re
around Cage, we might drink too

3A

much, we might put things off…”
“We might lose a bunch of money
at dice,” guitarist Josh Martin said
with a chuckle.
Smith shares in the laugh but
maintains his focused demeanor.
Smith said the band’s next goal is to
achieve success overseas.
“We’ve been around the country
almost four times in the past year,” he
says. “We’ve seen America — now we
want to see what’s on the other side.”
And while the band members are
looking forward to spending some time
in Bowling Green when they finally get
a break, it will be fleeting, as Smith said
the band plans to continue its rigorous
touring for the foreseeable future.
“I don’t think any of us want to stop
for at least the first three years,” he
said. “Whether it’s touring, recording
or promoting, we just want to keep
going and going and going.”

WKUHERALD.COM
"Congress shall make no law
... abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press ..."
-First Amendment, U.S.
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EDITORIAL

POLL

“Have you participated
in any philanthropy
events or projects that
benefited the community this semester?”

Sydnie
Wright
Louisville
sophomore

“I think they should promote more and have more
campus events.”

Teresa
Adams
Huber
Gamaliel
senior

Promising future for SGA
THE ISSUE: Cory Dodds was recently elected the Student Government Association president for the 2012-2013 school year.
Despite only being the president-elect, he’s been quite proactive
since his election.
OUR STANCE: The Herald appreciates Dodds showing initiative and thinks that with him at the helm, SGA has the potential to
make an actual impact next semester.
There was no criticism lost this past year with SGA.
They lost their Provide-A-Ride service and never found a replacement, along with having to pay a $15,000 bill from the previous administration, had a disappointing turnout at the Rally for
Higher Education and have so far left numerous unfulfilled promises to students.
With all of that, SGA may have a different agenda next year
with Cory Dodds as the president.
After a strong campaign around campus, he has been elected
and has been vocal about what he hopes to achieve.
Dodds has promised to get a sober ride service back, make
SGA more transparent for students, make the committees in SGA
more accountable by assigning them to committees rather than
letting them choose and make it mandatory for teaching assistants
and graduate assistants to undergo evaluations.
Though talking about the goals one has for their presidency is
standard political talk, Dodds has decided to move quickly with
his plans instead of continuing to talk them up.
Since his election last week, he has already set up several meetings and has urged all of his SGA members to bring anything they

feel necessary to his attention.
Even before becoming president-elect, he was involved with
several key initiatives including working with the transcript
voucher program, meeting with the director of Parking Services
for the safe-rides program, and helping maintain SGA’s websites.
He was the only candidate of the three running that attended the
Rally for Higher Education earlier this semester in Frankfort and
has said he is going to make it a priority to bring more students
next year.
Even current SGA President Billy Stephens acknowledged how
much of a better president Dodds would be than he was this year.
“I know Dodds is going to do better and brighter things than
I ever dreamed of, so I mean, the campus is in good hands,” Stephens said.
It hasn’t been a successful year in terms of getting stuff done,
and as we approach the end of the semester, there still hasn’t been
any major legislation passed this year by SGA.
With so much disappointment, the Herald is excited for what
Dodds will do with his presidency. While it’s too early to judge how
successful his term will really be, we and the rest of WKU’s student body have reason to be optimistic for SGA’s future. Good luck,
Cory. We hope we won’t have to write a “get up and do something”
editorial for you.

This editorial represents the majority opinion of the Herald’s
10-member editorial board.

“Maybe just the social
events or actives, more
community wise.”

Cole
Billingsley
Scottsville
freshman

“Tell people more about
the construction going on,
because in the next few
years it’s going to be a lot
of construction and people
need to know about it.”

have an
opinion?
Write a letter to the editor (250 words or less)
or a commentary (500
words and a photo).
Email them to opinion@
wkuherald.com.
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Have Something
For Sale or
For Rent?
Call 270-745-2653

CLASSIFIEDS

advertising@wkuherald.com
Classifieds Manager: Alex Weires

HELP WANTED
Need capable, experienced
help to maintain 5-acre yard.
Roses, irises, shrubs, hedges,
trees, koi pond. Can guarantee
5-10 hours per week; flexible
to accommodate classes.
270-781-4485

15 acre farm work on weekends.
Gardening and fencing 9-5.
Call 270-781-9006

SUMMER INTERNSHIP
IN NASHVILLE.

Retail Pool Company
Now hiring for full time and
part time retail clerk and
outside service positions.
Chemistry/Biology experience
helpful but not required.
Fun atmosphere plus bonus
package. Great summer job.
Apply in person from 10-6
at Aqualand 1260 Campbell
Lane Bowling Green

MAKE $8,450 THIS
SUMMER! Don’t waste
another summer. Invest in
a summer of outstanding
sales and leadership
training. Find out why
students with FasTrac
experience are getting

Part time job for yardwork
and repairs. Will work
around classes.
Call Harold at 270-881-2690

great jobs after graduation.
Call Kyle at 615-403-7445

City of Bowling Green
PART-TIME POSITION
SUB-FITNESS INSTRUCTOR: Instructs individuals and
classes; maintains a fitness record, plans fitness programs,
monitors safe usage of machines, and teaches classes in
weight training and must be capable of lifting 100+ pounds.
CPR & First Aid Certification is required for position
(training and certification provided through Parks & Rec).
Prefer six months to one-year experience; Age 18+; PRN
(as needed); $7.93/hr. Deadline: Open until filled.
Applications for employment can be obtained at the Human
Resources Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street or from our
website at www.bgky.org. All positions open until filled.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to
send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not responsible
for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

ACROSS
1 Sweetheart
5 Excuse
10 Space flight agency: abbr.
14 Greek liqueur
15 Of the kidneys
16 Lubricates
17 Songbird
18 Old clunker
20 Neither's partner
21 Has nothing __ with; shuns
22 Speech impediments
23 __ up; loses one's temper
25 Fond du __, WI
26 Elevator alternative
28 Talks out of
31 Get up
32 Check recipient
34 Wee fellow
36 Indian prince
37 Bottom berth
38 Permanent skin mark
39 "__, Sweet as Apple Cider"
40 Imposed mon-etary penalty
41 Infantile paralysis
42 Conclusion
44 "See ya!"
45 Two halves
46 Cattle groups
47 Jail, slangily
50 Not bananas
51 Invite
54 Magician's term
57 Qualified
58 Help in crime
59 Furious
60 Chimney pipe
61 Pea casings
62 Hackman and Wilder
63 Marine bird similar to a gull
DOWN
1 Pillow stuffing
2 Dollar abroad
3 Former Soviet republic
4 Reagan or Howard
5 Items in an archer's bag
6 Goes first
7 Look __; investigate
8 Flying mammal
9 Sick
10 See
11 Broadcasts
12 Swat
13 Deadly vipers
19 Gladden

Call (270
(270)745-2653 to sponsor a puzzlee today!

THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

21
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
33

Ripped
Actress Bonet
Malicious look
Robe for Indira
Exchange
Recolored
Like Ziploc storage bags
Murdered
Ping-__; table tennis
Astonishment

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

35 Lily pad leaper
37 "A Chorus __"; Broadway hit
38 Convinced
40 Tattletales
41 Skin opening
43 Ring-shaped baked goodies
44 Perceives
46 Terre __, IN
47 Fellow

48
49
50
52
53
55
56
57

Gray wolf
__ tea
Read quickly
Speak incoherently
Sharp
Sty resident
Crude metal
Fore and __; stern to stern

During what years did Coach
Michelle Clark-Head play
Lady Topper basketball?

KMEA Band/Orchestra Festival, Van Meter
Hall, 8 a.m.

@inside_wku_ftbl: On behalf of
WKU Football, we hope everyone
had a wonderful Easter weekend. We
look forward to seeing you next Saturday at the #springgame -sent 4/8

Do you have campus events you would
like to be included in the
'TAKE A BREAK' calendar?
Be sure to let us know!
Email your events to editor@wkuherald.com

@mblakeharrison: With 25
points tonight, @CourtneyLee2211
has matched season high. Five more
would match his career high, 25
months to the day. #WKU #NBA
-sent 4/8
@KevinAsbery: I said Go Tops
to a woman wearing a #WKU shirt
in Danville. She must have misunderstood because she looked really
offended. -sent 4/7
@chadcock39: Just heard the
awful news that WKU Baseball
alumni and long time supporter Chet
Redmon has passed away. Very say
and will be missed. #WKU -sent 4/6
@MattSmith113: Gotta love
how we just had a random party last night in my dorm room!
#ThirstyThursdays #WKU -sent 4/6
@OneZachJohnson: I don't remember seeing "Gigantic Airplane
Propeller Fans" in the budget when
I paid for my tuition #wku -sent 4/6

Thoughts on Pop Series: Popular Culture Studies lectures by Guy Jordan and Angela Jerome,
Faculty House, 4 p.m.
Concert: WKU Percussion Ensemble with Mark
Berry, Music Hall’s Choral Rehearsal Hall,
Free admission, 7:30 p.m.
Planetarium Show: Interpreting the Narrative of
our Ancient Earth, Hardin Planetarium, 7 p.m.

“I Remember Her” 5K run/walk, Kereiakes
Park, 8:30 a.m.
Southern Kentucky Ranch Horse Association
Spring Stampede Show, L.D. Brown Agricultural Exposition Center, 8:30 a.m.
Track and Field, Hilltopper Relays. Charles M.
Ruter Track Complex, 11 a.m.
Softball vs. FIU, doubleheader, WKU Softball
Complex, 1 p.m.
Football: Spring Game, Houchens IndustriesL.T. Smith Stadium, 6 p.m. Topper Tailgate
begins at 3 p.m.
Concert: WKU Jazz Band with Marshall Scott
and Liza Kelly, Van Meter Hall, Free admission, 7:30 p.m.

Passport to Wellness Series: Decrease the
Release of Volcanic Panic, Downing University
Center, 340, 5:30 p.m.
Physics and Astronomy Public Activity Evening, Thompson Complex, 7 p.m.
Film Screening: YERT (Your Environmental
Road Trip) with filmmakers Ben and Julie Evans, MMTH, 7 p.m.
Performance: A Courtroom Drama of Rebirth,
directed by Joel Sena, DUC Auditorium, Admis
sion is $1, 7 p.m.
Concert: WKU Guitar Ensemble with John
Martin, Music Hall’s Choral Rehearsal Hall,
Free admission, 7:30 p.m.
KMEA Band/Orchestra Festival, Van Meter
Hall, 8 a.m.
Turfgrass Council Board Meeting, L.D. Brown
Agricultural Exposition Center, 8 a.m.
Fine Arts and Craft Fair, Ivan Wilson Fine Arts
Center Amphitheatre, 2 p.m.
Presentation: Big Game Parks of South Africa
by WKU professor Michael Trapasso, Barnes &
Noble, 7 p.m.
Planetarium Show: Interpreting the Narrative of
our Ancient Earth, Hardin Planetarium, 7 p.m.
Performance: A Courtroom Drama of Rebirth,
directed by Joel Sena. DUC Auditorium, Admission is $1, 7 p.m.

Have
you
voted
yet?
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SGA co-sponsors SGA organizes events
International Night to improve campus
By TAYLOR HARRISON

news@wkuherald.com

International Night 2012 is coming to Downing University Center
on April 19, and the Student Government Association will be one of
the event’s sponsors.
The free event will take place in
DUC 224 from 7-9 p.m. and will feature food, a culture expo and a concert headlined by Brazillian swing
group, Trio Ginga.
While SGA is partially sponsoring the event, their co-sponsors are
DUC and the office of International
Programs.
At SGA’s senate meeting on
March 27, a bill was passed that will
provide $500 for the event.
Trinity Gonzalez, DUC’s evening
program coordinator, said she’s not
sure what the total cost of the event
will be yet. The event coordinators
are waiting on estimates on sound
technicians that will be working
with the band, she said.
Keyana Boka, SGA’s campus improvements committee head and one
of the authors of the bill, said that
the event showcases international
students’ native clothing and foods.
“I think it’s important for SGA to
be diverse and support diversity on
campus since that’s a part of what
we are — international reach — and
there’s so much diversity in organizations and people here,” Boka said.
“It’s important to support that any
way we can.”
Mallory Treece, public relations
committee head and co-author of the
bill, said the PR committee co-sponsored the bill because they feel this
event is something everyone needs
to know about, not just a small portion of the student body. Treece also

said she wants to expose students to
different cultures.
“WKU has a huge focus on reaching out internationally to different
countries … and that’s SGA’s focus
on our campus,” Treece said.
Gonzalez said the event has been
going on for at least eight to 10
years, before her time at the university, but it is normally held on the
fourth floor of DUC. Due to the construction, they had to re-vamp the
program this year, she said.
Treece said she heard there is a lot
of student involvement in this event.
For the cultural expo, different student groups come and set up
tables with different items having
to do with their country or culture,
such as henna art or something they
made to sell. While the event is free,
the students may charge for some of
the items they’re selling.
In the past, Gonzalez said cultural expo participants have provided
food. Particularly, 2009 was a good
turnout for students bringing food,
including American students bringing barbecue.
“So that was really good,” Gonzalez said. “That was really fun.”
The food that the event itself provides is basically internationallythemed hors d’oeuvres.
“I mean, one of the slogans for
WKU is a leading university with
international reach, and so we also
like to add a little multicultural, international flavor into our Downing
University Center programming,”
Gonzalez said. “And it’s just been
a good partnership between us and
the different international offices on
campus … so it’s just something that
we like to do — we like to showcase our international population on
campus.”

By TAYLOR HARRISON

the walk.
Natalie Broderick, student affairs committee head, has previously participated in
Upcoming walks are just a couple of the safety walk.
ways the Student Government Association
Broderick said another item SGA checks
is making a contribution to WKU’s campus. on the walk is whether or not any benches
The Campus Safety Walk will be directly are wobbly, broken or in any way unsafe.
after SGA’s Tuesday night senate meeting
“It doesn’t take much for part of the camon April 17. Earlier that day,
pus to get damaged between
SGA will host its Campus
the wind storms and the rain
Cleanup from 4-5 p.m. This
and, you know, the tornadoes
event happens once every seand everything crazy going
mester.
on with the weather,” BrodKeyana Boka, campus Students, staff, erick said. “It’s very easy that
improvements
committee
things get broken, and if we
head, said the events are on faculty — their don’t check them on a reguthe same day because neither safety is, of
lar basis, they may not get
takes a long time.
fixed.”
SGA will start the Cam- course, always
The other event of the day,
pus Safety Walk around the
the Campus Cleanup, is an
Downing University Center, a priority for
event that SGA hosts at least
go up the Hill, make its way campus."
once a semester and is open
around campus and then back
to all students, Boka said.
down the Hill.
SGA passed a resolution
“Students, staff, faculty —
in
support of the event on
—KEYANA BOKA
their safety is, of course, alCampus Improvements March 27.
committee head
ways a priority for campus,”
Students who participate
Boka said.
will get one volunteer service
During the walk, SGA
credit hour for going around
members will take notes on whatever seems campus and picking up any trash and recyunsafe, such as an area of campus that is cling. SGA will provide the trash bags and
dimly lit or blue emergency lights that may gloves.
not be working.
“It’s a fun way to express activism, you
Kaylee Egerer, speaker of the senate, was know, going green, helping campus,” Boka
the campus improvements committee head said.
before Boka and was in charge of the safety
Boka also said the cleanup was planned
walk the past two years.
during Greek Week so that more Greek stuEgerer said SGA has never found any dents would be likely to participate, espe“drastic” safety hazards while doing the cially if they need service hours.
walk, but she still feels that the safety walk
“SGA’s usually known for like monetary
is important.
support, and this is an event that actually
“I think it’s necessary and something shows our, like, physical activism on camthat if we weren’t doing it, I feel like there pus and being visible,” Boka said.
should and would be speculation,” Egerer
While the Campus Cleanup occurs twice
said. “It’s just another way to make every- a year, Boka said the Campus Safety Walk
body feel safe around campus.”
only happens once a year because the issues
Egerer said in the past, SGA has had ad- they encounter during the walk require less
ministrators and the chief of police attend maintenance.

news@wkuherald.com

Higher standards face future teachers
By SHELBY ROGERS
news@wkuherald.com

The statewide requirements
for teacher certification among
college students are getting a
facelift.
Students entering into WKU’s
teacher education programs
will now face higher standards
than in previous years. Of the
changes, higher GPA requirements, higher PRAXIS I scores
and more student teaching hours
have the biggest impact on incoming students, said Sam Evans, dean of the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences.
“We know that increasing expectations will ultimately ensure
a stronger candidate and a stronger teacher,” Evans said.
According to the Kentucky

Education Professional Standards Board (EPSB)’s amended
admission regulations from September 2011, the new GPA requirement for teacher education
programs rose from a 2.5 on a
4.0 scale to a 2.75.
Along with higher GPAs,
EPSB also got rid of the ACT
and SAT as indicators of general knowledge, according to the
amended admission regulations.
Evans, though not a member
of the board directly, said he
“had a voice” and understands
why the tests were done away
with for teaching certification
standards.
“The ACT and SAT are not
designed with the specific purpose of admitting people into
education,” Evans said. “Also,
if you deny someone based on

their ACT score and then found
out the company made a mistake
on their exam, it’s still the university’s fault the person didn’t
get certified. The companies
won’t stand behind your decisions.”
Evans said the PRAXIS I
scores for teacher certification
are better tailored to students
pursuing a teaching degree.
“PRAXIS gives us a much
more accurate picture of a candidate,” Evans said. “It was
designed for that purpose. The
general knowledge, math, reading and writing portions center
around education.”
PRAXIS scores aren’t the
only standards on the rise. According to the EPSB, all teacher
education candidates will have
to document 200 field hours

in preschool through grade 12
school settings.
Although the EPSB has set
the field hour requirement to
start in Sept. 2013, Evans said
because WKU’s academic year
starts prior to Sept. 1, changes in
hour requirements won’t affect
students until Jan. 2014.
Fred Carter, director of the
office of Teacher Services and
School Relations, said he hopes
the changes will break the stereotype “that anyone can become a teacher.”
“I don’t make apologies regarding raising standards ever,”
Carter said. “Education needs to
attract the best and the brightest.”
EPSB, made up of school
board representatives, teachers,
and collegiate representatives,

proposed the changes at their
September 2011 meeting.
“The interesting thing with
these changes is that some
changes were in line with what
WKU’s wanted to do for a
while,” Carter said. “It’s a pat
on the back for WKU that we’ve
already been doing what we’re
supposed to do.”
Sherry Powers, director and
associate dean of the School
of Teacher Education, said the
proposed changes were “appropriate” and “aren’t a surprise.”
“These sorts of changes have
been going on in education on
both state and national levels,”
Powers said. “A majority of our
candidates already met and continue to meet the criteria, despite
the changes.”

$20, $25,
$25, $40
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Developmental education to remain at WKU for now
By CAMERON KOCH
news@wkuherald.com

Feelings of fear and uncertainty
are running high on South Campus,
with many developmental education faculty wondering if they will
have a job in the coming months
and years.
The worries prompted a visit
to South Campus from Richard
Miller, vice provost and chief diversity officer, to meet with faculty
on Thursday afternoon and to lay
to rest rumors that had spread of
WKU outsourcing its developmental education courses to Bowling
Green Technical College.
“We cannot farm out developmental education to a technical
college, pure and simple,” Miller
said. “Why would we farm out all

our developmental education to
another institution and lose all the
revenue?”
Developmental courses are
classes taught on South Campus
designed to prepare students for
college level reading, writing and
math. Students in developmental
courses do not receive credit hours
for those courses.
Miller said the rumors that
WKU “wants to get out of the business” of developmental education
are not true but did say that cuts to
developmental education are coming as a result of Kentucky Senate
Bill 1.
Senate Bill 1, in part, aims to cut
the commitment to developmental
education by 50 percent at all public universities by 2014.
Brian Meredith, associate vice

president for Enrollment Management, said in an email that he is not
aware of any plans to outsource or
downsize developmental courses
and that the university is working
to provide as much support as possible to unprepared students to help
them achieve their degree goals.
Michelle Jackson, associate
professor of mathematics on South
Campus, voiced her concerns to
Miller that if the rumor of getting
rid of developmental education isn’t
true, then administrators need to
choose their words more carefully.
Jackson also said that more communication between developmental
education faculty and university administrators needs to take place.
“I think we feel like we don’t
have any representation because
we are not included,” she said. “If

BASEBALL

discussions are going on about developmental education, then someone who is actually involved in
developmental education should be
included in those meetings.”
The rumors aren’t entirely false,
however.
President Gary Ransdell said he
does want to wean the university
off of developmental education but
said it isn’t going to happen in the
near future.
“That is our goal, but a couple
of things have to occur,” Ransdell said. “We have to have high
schools better prepare students
for higher education, and then we
need to gradually improve our admissions standards to where we’re
bringing students here who are
capable of performing in a higher
education curriculum.

“That should be our goal, and
that is our goal as a university. I
would think any university would
have a similar intent… but that’s
not anything that can be done in the
near term — not next semester, not
next year but over the course of the
next several years — that should
be our intent: to gradually to grow
out of the developmental education
business.”
Ransdell said that though that is
the long term goal, at the moment
there are too many at-risk students
in need of the courses to think of
eliminating developmental education any time soon.
“Until our public schools do a
better job of preparing students who
are college-bound, there is going to
be a need for developmental courses,” he said.

TRACK

Sloppiness costs WKU in Sprinters move up record
series against Ragin’ Cajuns books at Florida Relays
By KURT CARSON
sports@wkuherald.com

WKU got outstanding
pitching performances all
weekend in its series against
Louisiana-Lafayette.
The Toppers put up six runs
in their series opener on Friday, leading to a 6-2 win that
made things look promising.
However, WKU (13-19,
5-7 Sun Belt Conference) hit
a roadblock offensively and
posted just one run on seven
hits over the final two games
in the series loss to ULL (1516, 5-7) at Moore Field in Lafayette, La.
The Ragin’ Cajuns came into
the weekend on a seven-game
losing streak and had lost five of
their last eight games at home.
It wasn’t pitching that cost
the Toppers against ULL.
“We could beat anybody the way we pitched it,”
Head Coach Matt Myers told
WKU’s Big Red Radio on
Sunday. “We were the better team. I don’t think they
thought they could win until
we gave it to them.”
WKU got solid starting per-

formances from sophomore
right-hander Justin Hageman,
junior left-hander Tim Bado
and junior right-hander Taylor
Haydel.
Senior right-hander Ross
Hammonds and freshman
right-hander Tate Glasscock
also provided effective relief
out of the Toppers’ bullpen.
“I couldn’t ask any more of
our throwers,” Myers said.
Instead, it was the offense
that fell flat after game one of
the series.
The Toppers scored just
one run and accumulated just
seven hits over the course of
their final two games against
the Ragin’ Cajuns.
WKU had a prime opportunity to win Saturday’s game,
trailing 1-0 when it put runners
on the corners with no outs.
However, “dumb baseball”
ran the Toppers out of the inning and the chance for a series-clinching win, Myers said.
Junior shortstop Steve
Hodgins attempted a sacrifice
bunt, but junior designated
hitter Blake Crabtree was
thrown out at the plate, and
sophomore pinch-hitter Jordan

Cessna was caught trying to go
first-to-third on the play.
Hodgins was then caught
stealing second base to end
the game in a 1-0 defeat at the
hands of ULL.
On Sunday, the Toppers
and Ragin’ Cajuns were tied
at one going into the bottom of
the ninth.
After ULL shortstop Ryan
Leonards got a two-out single
and stole second, center fielder
Brian Bowman hit a ball that
found a hole and plated Leonards
to win 2-1 in walk-off fashion.
“I don’t know how the
ball got through,” Myers
said. “We were out of position. That’s a routine ground
ball, and I thought we were
out of the inning.”
The Toppers had just one
hit on Sunday — the lowest
total in a game all season.
ULL scored a total of just
five runs in all three games,
but it was enough for two wins
due to the inefficient WKU offense.
WKU will be back in action
this weekend as it continues its
road trip at Arkansas State, with
the first game at 6 p.m. Friday.

By CHELA COUNTS
sports@wkuherald.com

Competition was tough for sprinters that
traveled to Gainesville, Fla., over the weekend to compete in the Pepsi Florida Relays,
though WKU runners posted strong times.
Sophomore sprinter David Mokone
earned honors as the top collegiate finisher
and overall second best in the 800-meter
run — clocking a time of 1:48.13.
His collegiate finish has marked the
second consecutive year that a WKU
athlete has been the top collegian at the
Florida Relays — Ignacio Guerra won the
javelin in 2011.
“It’s a privilege also to be running for
the Florida Relays,” Mokone said. “Only
a few can run it.”
Mokone beat some of the nation's top
All-Americans in the race.
“I was so happy I beat All-Americans
— that’s what made me happy … but during the 800, I should have stayed with the
leaders the first 400-meters, but I did not,
so I had to catch up at the end,” he said.
Later on Friday, Mokone also competed in the 1,500 meters. He finished third
with a season-best time of 3:47.83 to end
day one of the meet.
On Saturday, sophomore sprinter Gelela
Cooley became the second fastest performer in
Lady Topper history to run the 400-meter dash.
She clocked a time of 53.97. Earlier

in the week, the Gainesville, Fla., native
said she was excited to see her family and
friends support her.
Sophomore sprinter Marcus Winstead
said a lot of Cooley’s family and friends
came through to support her.
Kristina Volfova competed in her first
collegiate 400-meter intermediate hurdle
race, clocking a time of 1:01.21 — moving her to third all-time at WKU.
On the field, junior jumper Jade Nimmo earned a fifth-place finish with a leap
of 19-11.50. She is now ranked fifth in the
Lady Topper record books for the event.
Sophomore sprinter De’Myco Winston
set a new personal record and moved to
fourth all-time in the Hilltopper 400-meter
record books. He placed 15th overall with a
time of 47.14 seconds.
The men’s 4x400-meter relay didn’t
live up to previous standards. The team of
senior Marcus Pope, Winstead, Mokone
and Winston placed 12th and earned a
time of 3:12.49.
Winstead said he felt as though he let
himself and his teammates down.
“I got too nervous, and I ran out too
hard,” he said.
Winstead hopes to redeem himself this
weekend at home as WKU plays host for
the Hilltopper Relays.
“I’ve got to redeem myself,” Winstead
said. “I was shocked at myself and so were
my teammates.”
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GORDON

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

WKU had luck in the spring
period last year, though, signing guards Kevin Kaspar and T.J.
Price.
With Gordon’s departure,
WKU now has two open scholarships to use.
By all accounts, Harper and his
staff have been aggressively pursuing point guards. Jacobby Bledsoe
from Indianapolis, Darrell Combs
from South Holland, Ill., and Tri-

COLUMN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

As the youngest AD in the Football Bowl Subdivision, one might
think the 39-year-old wouldn’t
have the experience to manage the
many sensitive situations at Ole
Miss.
Perhaps that would’ve been the
case, had he taken the job in March
of 2011 as opposed to 2012.
But Bjork’s choices over the
last year, both good and bad, have
shaped a portfolio of sorts for a guy

WATKINS
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

But Watkins also
said that her speed alone
doesn’t mean that she
doesn’t have to work on
her base running technique.
“We work on base running in practice, and leads
are a big part of stealing,”
she said. “If you don’t get
a good lead, you get bad
jump, and it’s downhill
from there.”
Watkins also added
that it’s important to time
the pitcher to get a good
lead, and that she times
the pitcher’s delivery
when she’s in the on deck
circle.
The offensive benefits
of having a player with
Watkins can be pretty obvious to the other team’s
defense, but the pitchers on her own team are
growing to appreciate her
glove as well.
During WKU’s game
on Saturday against Troy,
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vante Bloodman from Olney Central Community College in Olney,
Ill., have all reportedly garnered
interest from WKU.
Harper can’t comment on specific recruits until they’ve signed with
WKU, but he said Thursday that
he feels good about where his staff
stands in terms of recruiting.
“The one thing you try not to
do is get caught by surprise, and
we’re not going to get caught by
surprise,” he said. “I feel good
about the guys we’re recruiting. I
said at the end of the season, this is
a basketball program that I think is

going to continue to grow, and that
doesn’t change in any way today.”
Another reason Harper isn’t too
worried about Gordon’s absence
is because he knows what he has
coming back.
Junior guard Caden Dickerson,
sophomore forward Stephon Drane
and Kaspar will all return from injuries next season.
That’s on top of the rest of the
team — aside from senior guard
Kahlil McDonald — which will
also be back.
“We got a great player in Caden Dickerson sitting out who had

started for two years and the first
two games of last year. I think T.J.
Price is terrific. I think he has got a
bright, bright future in college basketball,” Harper said. “The one that
kind of is forgotten is Nigel Snipes
— I think he has the potential, and
I’ve said this from day one, to be
the most gifted freshman of all of
them.
“Late in the year, there’s no
secret we played through George
Fant. He was the MVP of the conference tournament, and I think he
has a bright, bright future, just like
this basketball program.”

The possibility still remains for
other players to follow Gordon in
transferring from the program.
But that’s not something that
worries Harper.
“Don’t make this into something bigger than it is,” he said. “It’s
another kid that’s transferring, and
he’s got a legitimate reason why
he would want to leave. Ninetynine percent of the time it’s playing
time.
“I’ve done this for a long time.
Guys that aren’t playing or this and
that — that’s why they leave. Don’t
make this into something it’s not.”

who wants to be an SEC AD.
“I think you get tested as a
leader because of that, and I think
that also makes you attractive to a
situation like Ole Miss and an SEC
program,” he said.
Of all the decisions Bjork made
in his two years at WKU, he said
he was most proud of coming up
with head football coach Willie
Taggart’s contract extension in December.
The deal increased Taggart’s
annual salary from $225,000 to
$475,000 in an effort to keep other
schools from snatching him up.

As for a decision he’d like to
have back?
It would be a certain phrase he
used at a March 14, 2011, press
conference to announce he was
keeping head men’s basketball
coach Ken McDonald.
“My wife counseled me to not
use the word ‘reset,’ Bjork said.
“But I did it anyway because I
thought it was the most apropos
description of what we had to do,
because we had to start over, if
you will, so that took up a life of
its own.”
And so “Team Reset” was born.

Then came the 5-11 start, the
declining attendance, McDonald’s
firing, Ray Harper’s temporary
promotion, Harper’s permanent
promotion, an improbable Sun Belt
Championship and hope for the future of WKU basketball.
So, in a roundabout way, Bjork’s
regret ended up working itself out.
Along the way, Bjork also replaced a baseball coach, led the
school’s first-ever FBS bowl campaign, fired a women’s basketball
coach and looked to represent
WKU’s position in bowl and conference realignment conversations.

It was pretty much a one-year
crash course in how to be a bigtime AD.
Bjork’s two years at WKU may
not have been enough for him to
leave the type of mark he could’ve
had he stayed longer.
But the decisions he made at
WKU have definitely left a mark
on him.
“I was in the chair. I made the
decisions,” Bjork said. “I had to do
what was best for the program, and
you can’t put a price tag on the experience level that those situations
bring.”

sophomore pitcher Emily
Rousseau was trying to
preserve a no-hitter when
she got bailed out on a
play that might have been
ruled a hit had the runner
reached base safely.
With a runner on base
who had reached on an
error, a Trojan player
hit a ground ball hard in
the direction of sophomore shortstop Amanda
Thomas. She had difficulty fielding the ball as it
ricocheted off her arm and
toward second base.
Watkins, who had
moved over to cover second, kept her foot on the
bag and gloved the ball to
record the third out in the
inning and keep the nohitter intact.
Even though she would
lose the no-hitter in the
seventh inning, Rousseau
was appreciative of Watkins’ effort.
“On defense, she’s
getting the ones in the
holes that some players
just can’t get to,” Rousseau said. “I feel like I can

pitch anything, and they’ll
have my back.”
Rousseau also commented on how Watkins
doesn’t have to hit the ball
hard to get on base.
“She puts out a little
dinker, and she’s there,”
Rousseau said. “It’s just
ridiculous. I wish I was
that fast.”
Watkins is also confident in her speed and said
that she often thinks she is
faster than anyone on the
other team’s roster.
She said that her basestealing ability could be
useful down the stretch as
WKU continues its conference schedule.
Watkins,
currently
third on the team in on
base percentage at .371,
said WKU can do well in
Sun Belt Conference play
in the upcoming weeks
and hopes to continue getting on base to help her
team.
“We have a chance of
winning the whole thing,
so I’m really excited,”
Watkins said.

SOFTBALL
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(Left to right) Junior Ciara Garcia, senior Amanda Walden and junior Mallorie Sulaski share a
laugh during Saturday’s game against Troy. The Lady Toppers won 2-0.

WKU rebounds from loss,
takes series from Troy
By HASANI GRAYSON
sports@wkuherald.com
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After giving up nine runs in a series
opening loss, WKU didn’t allow a run the
rest of the series in taking two out of three
from Troy over the weekend at the WKU
Softball Complex.
WKU (23-15-1, 6-5-1 Sun Belt Conference) won the series finale on Saturday by
a score of 2-0 behind a nearly perfect performance by sophomore Emily Rousseau.
Rousseau, who has an ERA of 2.36 and
record of 10-7, retired 22 of 23 batters. Her
no-hitter was broken up by leadoff single
in the seventh inning from Troy’s Nikki
Hollett.
“I was really confident in everything I
was throwing,” Rousseau said.
She continued by saying she wasn’t
worried about getting predictable, even
though she had pitched against the Trojans
on Friday.
“I felt like we did really well with pitch
selection and moving it around a lot,” said
Rousseau, who also added that she didn’t
shake off the pitches being called by assistant coach Bonnie Bynum.
Sophomore outfielder Kelsie Mattox’s
two-run home run in the third was the only
run producing at-bat in the game. She said
hitting off Troy pitcher, Ashley Rainey, on
Friday helped her in Saturday’s game.
“We got to see her the first game, and
we kind of knew her patterns and what she
was going to throw,” Mattox said.
The offense had a more dominant performance in the second game of the series.
The Lady Toppers put up eight runs in five
innings on their way to an 8-0 win that was
stopped because of the mercy rule.
Mattox, junior catcher Karavin Dew
and freshman third baseman Preslie Cruce

all hit home runs in the blowout win.
Mattox, who hit three home runs in
three games this weekend, said she was
just trying to see the ball all the way into
the strike zone rather than swing for power.
“I was seeing the ball deeper, and when
you see the ball deeper, the ball jumps off
your bat,” she said.
Mattox also credited drills in practice
that sharpened her skills in going the opposite way.
The blowout win came on the heels of a
9-1 blowout in the weekend opener. Junior
starter Mallorie Sulaski went six innings,
giving up six runs, while junior Kim Wagner gave up another three runs in one inning of work.
Head Coach Tyra Perry said she didn’t
have a whole lot to say to her team after the
loss and let them sort out their problems on
the field themselves.
“I actually backed out of the huddle and
told them, ‘I’m going to back out, and you
guys take over,’” Perry said. “‘Not that
we’re backing away and don’t believe in
you, but it’s time for you to lead the team
where you want it to go.’”
The effort in the first game also angered
Rousseau, who said, “I was just pissed. I
think everyone was. We were so tired of
that feeling. I think we’re all just really determined to take it to them.”
The team responded by winning the
next two games in the series to move into
fifth in the conference standings over sixthplace Troy.
Rousseau said the team is feeling good
heading into a matchup on Wednesday
against Belmont.
“We’re playing our game now,” Rousseau said. “If we’re doing that, there is no
one that can get in our way.”

■ SPORTS BRIEF
Georgia State introduced as
newest Sun Belt member

www.natsoutdoor.com

In Hartland on Scottsville Road
1121 Wilkinson Trace
Bowling Green, KY
(270) 842-6211
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8, Sun. 12-5

Karl Benson expressed interest in expanding the Sun Belt Conference’s membership when he was hired as Commissioner in February.
The league took a step in that direction
on Monday when it officially named Georgia State as the league’s newest member.
The Panthers will join the league in
2013 as a provisional member before becoming a full-fledged member in 2014.
Georgia State was a charter member of
the Sun Belt in 1976, leaving the league
in 1981.
The Panthers have been members of
the Colonial Athletic Association since
2005.
“The Sun Belt gets bigger and better
with the addition of Georgia State to the
Sun Belt,” Benson said on Monday.
Georgia State is located in downtown

Atlanta and is the second-largest university in Georgia, with an enrollment of more
than 32,000 students.
The school currently sponsors 18 varsity sports, including nine men’s sports
and nine women’s sports, with women’s
sand volleyball beginning in 2012-2013.
Georgia State’s move to the Sun Belt
corresponds with its move to the Football
Bowl Subdivision, where it will be a transitional member in 2013 and will then be
eligible for postseason play in 2014.
Including South Alabama, which will
become a full FBS member in 2013, the
Sun Belt will have 11 football-playing
Bowl Championship Series schools when
Georgia State joins the conference.
Per current FBS rules, twelve footballplaying schools are needed for a conference to host a league championship game.
— Brad Stephens
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Red, white teams pick squads for spring game
By LUCAS AULBACH
sports@wkuherald.com

Junior running back Antonio Andrews had a lot of
things to motivate him when he racked up 154 yards
and four touchdowns at an intrasquad scrimmage
on Saturday, such as securing a starting spot and
making up for a slow offensive performance at the
last scrimmage.
Turns out, his mind was on that night’s spring
game draft, which WKU held after the scrimmage.
“You always want to be in that top five drafted,
just so you know how you fit on this team,” Andrews
said. “That really lets you know where you stand in
the coaches’ eyes.”
The spring game, a public scrimmage between two
squads of WKU players, will take place at 6 p.m. on
Saturday at Smith Stadium.
Both teams had the opportunity to pick up two
“free agents” before the start of the draft.
The red team, led by defensive line coach Eric
Mathies, picked up sophomore defensive back
Jonathan Dowling and sophomore offensive lineman
Cameron Clemmons.
The white team, which has quarterback coach Nick
Sheridan at the helm, selected senior quarterback
Kawaun Jakes and junior linebacker Andrew Jackson.
The red team took junior offensive lineman Sean
Conway with the first overall pick to ensure some
protection for Jakes.
The white team took senior defensive lineman
Jamarcus Allen, who had seven tackles for a loss and
two sacks in 11 games last season, with the second
pick.
Head Coach Taggart is acting as “commissioner”
for the spring game and said the draft is an opportunity
for his players and staff to make the scrimmage more
competitive.
“Our guys take (the draft) seriously,” Taggart said.
“If they did not take it seriously, we would not do it.
We are providing an opportunity for a team to win.
Our coaches get excited about it, too, and they get
competitive.”
While the white team will have Jakes, WKU’s
starting quarterback, under center on Saturday, the
red team will rely on redshirt freshman James Mauro,
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Andrews said the Toppers
have some advantages at the
running back position this season.
“We’ve all got different
skill sets,” Andrews said. “Keshawn brings the power along
with speed. Me and (sophomore) John (Evans) bring the

JOSH MAUSER/HERALD

Offensive players take a break during a team scrimmage Saturday at Smith Stadium. WKU's annual spring game will take
place at 6 p.m. on Saturday.

who was taken with the No. 19 pick in the draft.
The two put up similar numbers before the
draft, with Mauro coming out slightly ahead. Jakes
completed seven of 17 passes for 78 yards and a
touchdown on Saturday, and Mauro completed ten of
17 for 163 yards and a touchdown.
Jakes had plenty of kind words for the rest of his
offense on Saturday after practice.
“The O-line, I think that’s probably the best
practice they’ve had all spring,” he said. “Then the
running backs did their thing. They took care of the
ball – no big fumbles, no big penalties. We came
ready to play today.”
The offensive linemen will play as a split unit on

quickness and speed. It’s all
like a 1-2-3 punch.”
While the opening at the top
of the depth chart has made
room for some competition
between the players, Andrews
insisted the running backs are
friends on and off the field.
“It’s all competition out
here — we’re all trying to get
the number one spot,” he said.
“At the end of the day, we’re
all best friends, so we’re just

all trying to up the competition, make each other better
and see who comes out top
dog.”
Taggart said he’s impressed
with the way the trio have been
competing, but he’s waiting on
one of them to step up and take
the starting job.
“I think the top three guys
this spring have done a great
job of running the football,”
he said. “I’m excited about all

Saturday. Five offensive linemen had been taken by
the eighth pick, with three going to the red team and
two to the white team.
The running back collection will be split up as
well.
The white team chose Andrews with the No. 11
pick in the draft and the red team took junior Keshawn
Simpson with the No. 12 pick.
Taggart said the lineups will make for an
interesting and fun game this weekend.
“At the end of the day, like I told our guys, we
have to give the fans something to be excited about,”
he said. “If we play like we have been this entire
spring, I think our fans will be excited.”

three of them. You would like
for someone to separate themselves, but I don’t think anybody has done that.”
There isn’t much time left
this spring for the running
backs to continue to compete.
The Toppers have just one
more practice this week before
the annual spring game on Saturday at Smith Stadium.
The spring game will be
WKU’s last official practice

until fall camp.
The running game should
be on full display on Saturday.
Andrews is confident that the
running backs on the team will
be able to make a difference in
the upcoming season.
“It’s not just a running back
by committee,” he said. “The
‘Bobby Rainey Show’ is over
— now it’s about Evans, Andrews and Simpson. We’re
about to get it done.”
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FOOTBALL
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Junior running back Keshawn Simpson stretches with WKU’s football team after practice Saturday at Smith Stadium. Simpson is one of three running backs competing for a starting spot.

Replacing Rainey
Andrews, Simpson, Evans competing for starting job
By LUCAS AULBACH
sports@wkuherald.com

Topper running backs are faced with the tall task
of replacing Bobby Rainey this season.
Rainey finished his final season at WKU last fall
by breaking school records for most rushing yards
in a season and in a career and has spent the spring
training for the NFL Draft later this month.
The stable of running backs Head Coach Willie
Taggart has assembled to replace Rainey understand the tough job ahead of them.
“Bobby is Bobby. He’s hard to replace,” said junior
running back Keshawn Simpson. “We’ve got a lot of
work to do this summer, but we’ve all had a good spring
so far just trying to work hard for a starting position.”

Simpson is one of several running backs at
WKU expected to play a big role this season.
The Toppers are planning on using several running backs rather than just one player, a practice
referred to as “running-back-by-committee,” to
pick up the hole in the offensive production left
by Rainey.
Simpson is off to a good start. The junior had
11 carries for 68 yards in the first scrimmage of the
season on March 31.
Junior Antonio Andrews is also making waves
for WKU this spring. He had 154 rushing yards on
13 carries during the team’s most recent scrimmage
on Saturday.
SEE REPLACE, PAGE 9

ANTONIO
ANDREWS

KESHAWN
SIMPSON

JOHN
EVANS

-15 rushing
attempts
-42 rushing yards
-0 rushing
touchdowns

-32 rushing
attempts
-134 rushing yards
-1 rushing
touchdown

-8 rushing
attempts
-43 rushing yards
-0 rushing
touchdowns
*All stats from 2011

MEN'S BASKETBALL

WKU moving on after
Gordon’s early departure
By COLE CLAYBOURN
sports@wkuherald.com

EMILY FREE//HERALD

WKU sophomore infielder Olivia Watkins barely misses a tag during a game
against Troy on Friday at the WKU Softball Complex. WKU lost the game 9-1
before winning the last two games of the series.

Change is nothing new to WKU athletics.
Hirings, firings and departures have all become
frequent happenings over the past few years.
Now WKU basketball is in the process of moving on after its latest departure — leading scorer
and rebounder freshman guard Derrick Gordon.
The first step? Finding someone to fill Gordon’s void — one that accounted for 11.8 points
and 6.7 rebounds per game.
“They definitely wanted a point guard. They

definitely wanted a post player … Will they go
after a 2 (guard)? Probably so,” said Evan Daniels, national recruiting analyst for Fox Sports/
Scout.com. “I think they’re definitely going to
need some help on the perimeter now that Derrick’s gone.”
The spring signing period runs from Wednesday to May 16, and Daniels said while there are
still good players available, the pool to choose
from is obviously smaller after the fall signing
period comes and goes.
SEE GORDON, PAGE 8

Watkins' speed an asset COLUMN
on both defense, offense Decisions Bjork made here

By HASANI GRAYSON
sports@wkuherald.com

Players may go through slumps
through the course of a season.
But when it comes to sophomore infielder Olivia Watkins,
Head Coach Tyra Perry knows one
thing will be consistent.
“Speed never goes in a slump,”
Perry said. “You can have a big
power hitter, and they can be hitting one day and go in a slump the
next day, but someone that’s fast is
always going to be fast.”
Watkins leads the team in stolen
bases, reaching safely in 15 of 17
attempts this season.

She said her speed can give opposing defenses trouble whenever
she makes contact with the ball.
“Every time I put the ball in
play, the defense will usually make
an error because I’m so fast, and
they’re rushing,” Watkins said.
She said that when she gets on
base, she creates opportunities for
the offense and changes the strategy of the hitters behind her.
“It’s big for me to get on base,
because they don’t have to waste a
bunt or get a hit to get me to second
when I can steal and get into scoring position,” she said.
SEE WATKINS, PAGE 8

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

should pay off at Ole Miss

Ross Bjork hasn’t had
much time to take a breath
in the past year.
Twelve months of resets, bowl snubs and Harper Heads culminated last
month when WKU’s athletics director was named to BRAD STEPHENS
the same job at the Univer- Upon Further Review
sports@wkuherald.com
sity of Mississippi.
Bjork will leave WKU for good on
Wednesday, heading south to Ole Miss.
Life won’t be much easier when he gets
down there.
Bjork will oversee a football program

stuck in the same division of the Southeastern Conference as teams like Alabama and
LSU, trying to compete with a smaller stadium and fewer resources.
He’ll oversee a men’s basketball program
that has yet to reach the NCAA Tournament in
four years under head coach Andy Kennedy.
And he’ll oversee an athletics program
that’s both changed its mascot from Colonel Reb to Rebel Black Bear and edited
the marching band song, “From Dixie With
Love,” in recent years because of racial overtones.
SEE COLUMN, PAGE 8
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The Easter Bunny, played by WKU freshman Kristina Johnson, Bowling Green, tries to get a high ﬁve from 4-year-old Emma Carpenter Thursday afternoon in Greenwood Mall.

Love PART
for the

Student plays Easter Bunny
at Greenwood Mall
CONNOR CHOATE/HERALD

By ZIRCONIA ALLEYNE
diversions@wkuherald.com

Every year, kids of all ages spill
their Christmas wishes to Santa and
smile big, or cry, for their photo
with the Easter Bunny.
However, most of them grow up
and never get to solve the mystery
of who’s behind the mask.
But the code has been cracked
for one of the bunnies at Greenwood
Mall, and she’s right here on WKU’s
campus.
Bowling
Green
freshman
Kristina Johnson was thrilled when
a family friend chose her for the
part.
“I thought it would be fun,” she
said. “I’m good with kids, and I like

to entertain them.”
Aside from starring in “The
Wizard of Oz” in high school, last
year was the first time Kristina had
taken on an acting role.
Regina Wilson, World Wide
Photography manager, had no doubt
that Kristina would be a great Easter
Bunny.
Wilson, also a Bowling Green
native, had one major criteria for the
person they chose.
“Our big thing is a love for the
part and making the kids experience
good with the Easter Bunny,”
Wilson said. “She has that natural
outgoing personality, and she’s very
approachable.”
SEE BUNNY, PAGE 3B

WKU freshman Kristina Johnson takes off her costume after her shift playing the Easter
Bunny for pictures at Greenwood Mall Thursday afternoon.

Our big thing is a love for the part and making
the kids experience good with the Easter Bunny.
She has that natural outgoing personality, and
she’s very approachable."
—REGINA WILSON
World Wide Photography manager

Students host fashion show for Humane Society
By ANNA ANDERSON
diversions@wkuherald.com

WKU’s Centennial Mall was alive
with activity on Thursday afternoon
for the Visual Merchandising Fashion
Show.
Students from the Interior Design
and Fashion Merchandising Program
erected a runway in the heart of campus, decorated it, provided bumping
dance music and dressed their models
in current, WKU-themed clothing.
However, three of the models
didn’t wear heels or fancy shoes. They
didn’t even have feet in a traditional
sense — they had paws.
Alvin, Dobby and Lola, three
adoptable dogs from the Bowling
Green Warren County Humane Society and Hildreth Adoption Center,
were walking the runway with the
other models.
In addition to featuring the dogs
in the show entitled, “Dogs on the
Catwalk,” the merchandising students also took donations for the

Humane Society during the event.
“Whenever I see those commercials of the sad animals, I always want
to do something to help,” said Bowling Green junior Katherine McQueen,
a textiles and merchandising major
who acted as the fashion show’s director.
Last summer, McQueen started
volunteering at the Humane Society
and has even adopted a cat.
The day her visual merchandising
class decided to support the group
in their semester fashion show, McQueen said she contacted the Humane
Society to see if they were interested
in participating.
“They were really excited,” she
said.
Since the semester began in January, McQueen and her colleagues
worked to make everything come together by assuming different roles in
the production process.
SEE FASHION, PAGE 3B

ABBY O'BRYAN/HERALD

Members of a Visual Merchandising class hosted a fashion show called Dogs on the Catwalk to
beneﬁt the Bowling Green-Warren County Humane Society Thursday at Centennial Mall.
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BUSY BEES
Community Amenities

Clubhouse with WIFI access Exciting community events Free
resident & guest parking Game room with lounge areas
Maintenance 24/7 Modern fitness center Picnic areas w/ grills
Resident lounge Sand volleyball court Sparkling pool Tanning dome

Unit Amenities
Individual leases Fully furnished High speed internet access in
bedrooms Full kitchen Private full size washer & dryer
Private bathrooms Private patio or balcony

WKU alum
Elizabeth Easton
Forbes, of Bowling
Green, gathers a
swarm of bees
from a branch.
Forbes has been
doing apiculture
for three years
now, collecting
bees and maintaining them in
their honey bee
colonies.
MICHAEL RIVERA/HERALD

WKU students plant
garden in local park
By MACENIA JUSTICE
diversions@wkuherald.com

Free rent on the month of your birthday,
and 2 free months of rent when you sign
your lease!

The Pointe at Western
270.781.5600
720 Patton Way Bowling Green, KY 42104
www.campusapts.com/pointewestern

Find us on Facebook & Twitter

Every single subfield of
anthropology looks at food
as an important subject to
study and review. Food
plays an important role in
culture and lifestyle. This
is why professor Lindsey
Powell brought an idea he
had witnessed from his life
in Philadelphia to WKU.
The experimental garden,
located in Kereiakes Park off
Fairview Ave., is entering
its second year at WKU
under Powell, an assistant
professor of culture and
visual anthropology.
Powell observed and
worked in similar gardens
in Philadelphia, where they
were planted in abandoned
lots so people could have
fruits and vegetables without
having to spend a large
amount of money, like in a
small market.
“I worked with an
organization called Urban
Tree Connection that dealt
with the chronic problem of
inner cities often having very
poor nutrition standards,”
Powell said.
The plots are rented from
the park for $15 a plot. This

summer, the students will be
working in plots 43 and 44.
“It’s fun to interact with
other groups growing ethnic
foods,” Powell said.
Powell said he always
took students to do field
work, and this garden brings
the fieldwork to the students.
Last
summer,
the
experimental garden was
a learning process. The
students who worked on
the project had to figure out
how to deal with problems
including pesticides and
weeds.
Center City senior Claire
Kelly said, “I didn’t expect it
to be that hard.”
Kelly said she didn’t
know pesticides could be
extremely detrimental to
crops, so she researched
organic pesticides and made
one.
“I sprayed it on the leaves
of the potato plants, and the
next day there weren’t any
potato bugs or beetles,” she
said. “The next day, I came
back, and all the leaves were
all shriveled. I don’t know if
I did them in or if they got
really dry.”
Students also learned
about the crop department.
A neighboring gardener told

ARE YOU OVERQUALIFIED?
Talk to us about Student Publicaons
A real world, hands on work enviorment.
Open House April 18 from 1 to 3p.m. - Applicaon Deadline April 25

Kelly that the potato plants
weren’t deep enough.
“They like lots of dirt,”
Kelly said.
Monticello senior Ben
Hutchison got involved with
the garden because he kept
hearing Powell discuss it in
class and thought he could
do it.
Hutchison said weather
played a huge part of the
garden.
“The
weather
was
hellacious,” he said. “It
rained all June. It went from
really wet to really dry.”
Regardless
of
the
hardships, Hutchison said
he enjoyed working in the
garden.
“What makes me tick is
hard work,” he said. “I get to
have my hands dirty.”
This summer they hope
to have more students
participating.
“The
more
bodies
involved, the better in
general,” Hutchison said.
“Being able to grow
your own food is an
accomplishment,”
Kelly
said.
The project is a
community garden, and
anything grown is shared
with everyone.
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By ANNA ANDERSON
diversions@wkuherald.com

On the afternoon of Feb.
22, 2011, James Gary wanted
a snack. To satisfy his need
for crunchy, salty sustenance,
the associate professor of
computer science visited the
vending machine in College
High Hall.
As he put his first quarter
in the slot of the machine,
he heard it clang noisily into
place. Yet, the machine wasn’t
recognizing the coin. Gary
said he tried to retrieve his
quarter to start again, without
any luck.
After printing out a
refund form, part of the
procedure listed on the WKU
Vending Services website,
and attempting to take it to
the nearest refund site, Gary
reached a dead end.
Since then, Gary said he
hasn’t bought anything from a
vending machine at WKU.
“I know it’s not much
money,” he said. “But it’s a
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principles thing.”
Marshall Gray, the director
of postal, printing and vending
services at WKU, said
ensuring every refund can get
complicated when there are so
many machines on campus.
“It’s not a perfect world,”
Gray said. “And mistakes do
happen.”
To retrieve refunds in case
of a machine malfunction in an
academic building on campus,
Gray said students, staff and
visitors can visit four locations.
The four places listed
on the WKU Vending page
are interspersed throughout
campus, yet the data on the site
is out of date.
For example, the dean’s
office listed in Thompson
Complex is now located
in College High. The post
office, housed in the Downing
University Center until earlier
this semester, is now housed in
the Garrett Conference Center.
Despite the change in
locations, all four places still
process vending machine

refunds.
Pat Reynolds, an office
associate with the Ogden
College Dean’s Office, said
she
frequently
processes
refund requests.
She keeps copies of the
requests forms on hand and is
able to dispense change from
WKU Vending on site for
refunds.
When people come into
the office asking for refunds,
Reynolds said she has them
write down all the information
about the machine and the
incident they can.
Although the form requests
the vending machine number,
Reynolds said she will still
give out refunds if the number
isn’t known.
“The machine numbers
are hard to find,” she said,
especially when the Coca-Cola
machines arrived on campus.
The other three locations
also keep change and printed
forms on site in hopes to make
refunds easier. For machine
malfunctions in residence

halls, Gray said the process
takes longer.
Students in residence halls
fill out a form too, but they
give it to the person at the
front desk. Gray said the form
is filed until the machine is
serviced. The person refilling
the
machine
dispenses
change, and residence hall
employees give it back to the
students.
Gray said every machine on
campus is serviced about once
a week.
“We’ve never had a system
set up where someone couldn’t
get their refund,” he said.
Gary said he understands
mistakes happen, and he
would be willing to give the
WKU vending machines
another chance if he sees that
the refund system works. In
the meantime, he has made
other arrangements for getting
his drinks and snacks.
“I’ve been spending more
time at the water fountain,”
he said. “Which is probably
healthier.”

Four Locations for
Refunds in Academic/
Administrative Buildings:
•
•
•
•

Cashier’s Office in Potter Hall
Ogden College Dean’s Office in
College High Hall
University College Dean’s
Office in Tate Page Hall
University Post Office in
Garrett Conference Center

Acceptable Reasons for Refunds:
•
•
•
•
•

Took money but no product
Big Red Dollars deducted but
no product
Product stuck in machine
Damaged product
Inferior product

Information Needed:
•
•
•
•
•

Name
•
Date
•
Time of
Incident
Phone
•
Number
Amount Lost

Cash or Big
Red Dollars
Machine
Number and
Location
Type of
Problem

http://www.wku.edu/vending
Email: vending@wku.edu Phone: (270) 745-8757

Delta Sigma Theta hosts week to display sisterhood
By HAYLEY HILBERT

away in 2005 after a battle with breast
cancer, according to the Tabitha M.
Briggs Memorial Scholarship website.
The events lasted all week and
included REDefining justice (a march for
Trayvon Martin), REDefining character,
REDefining rights (promoting voter
awareness), REDefining appropriate,
and REDefining PINK (Tabitha Briggs
Breast Cancer awareness and Flip Flop
Day), according to the event’s Facebook
page.
The week also included community
service with Parks and Recreation. The
week ended with the Block Party on
Friday night.
Cunningham said the events last
week touched on the sorority’s fivepoint trust.
The five-point trust includes
educational development, economic
development, international awareness
and involvement, physical and mental
health, and political awareness and
involvement, according to the Delta
Sigma Theta website.
“Our founders paved us a path,”
Cunningham said. “It’s important that
we always stay on that path.”

news@wkuherald.com

Delta Sigma Theta sorority’s
“REDefining What You Know” week
came to a close with “Flip Flop Day”
on REDefining PINK day at Grise Hall
Auditorium on Thursday, the fourth day
of events.
“Flip Flop Day is basically an event
where sororities and fraternities switch
roles and act each other out based on
what is seen on campus,” said Ambria
Cunningham, president of Delta Sigma
Theta.
Nashville senior Stavon Williams,
a performer in the event, said he
comes out to support the Delta Sigma
Thetas.
“It’s something that the Deltas do
every year just to have a good time,”
Williams said. “I came out to support
them and what they do, and I had a
blast.”
Several people wore pink shirts
with the name “Tabitha Briggs” printed
on the back, in honor of breast cancer
awareness. Briggs was a sister of the
Delta Sigma Theta sorority who passed

JABIN E. BOTSFORD/HERALD

Eta Zeta chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. led a March for Trayvon Martin on April 1
from Cherry Hall to Pearce-Ford Tower.

Cunningham said the events were
important in showing that the Deltas are
a strong, black, Greek organization.
“A lot of people don’t know about

us, and it is important that we show our
face,” Cunningham said. “We have to
live up to our ideal image of sisterhood
and service.”
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Hot Rods Matt Rice & Kes Carter
Former WKU Stars!

Professional Baseball
IN DOWNTOWN BG IS BACK!

College Night
$1 Drafts & $2 Food Specials

Thursday, April 19
Gates: 5:30 PM | Game: 6:35 PM
vs. Cedar Rapids (Future Angels)

$1
DRAFTS!
For fans 21 & over

$5
Box Seat
Ticket
with valid
College ID

Saturday Fireworks
presented by WBKO
Saturday, April 21
Gates: 6:00 PM | Game: 7:05 PM
vs. Cedar Rapids (Future Angels)

Feed Your Face Night
Game ticket & All-You-Can-Eat hamburgers,
hot dogs, nachos, and popcorn for just $12!
Monday, April 23 | Gates: 5:30 PM | Game: 6:35 PM
vs. Quad Cities (Future Cardinals)

STAY CONNECTED WITH THE HOT RODS

Although her personality got her the
part, it was a silent role.
Johnson and the other Easter Bunnies
went through a day-long training session
to learn the ins and outs of the job.
The Easter Bunny can’t talk while in
costume and must hide out in the tornado
shelter during shift changes.
Johnson said the hardest part was not
being able to talk.
“Especially if a kid does something
really funny, we can’t laugh,” she said.
She also has to know how to handle
the kids that aren’t so fond of big, furry
bunnies.
Last year, a child threw up because he
was so scared.
“There’s a lot that like to cry, but I try
to give them hugs or play with them,”
Johnson said. “Sometimes they’ll scream,
and you just have to back away.”
Overall, she wants every child to
remember the Easter Bunny as part of a
good experience.
“I want them to look back and
remember taking a picture with the Easter
Bunny and it being exciting,” Johnson
said.
Wilson said Johnson goes over and
above to make sure that happens.
“She’s very positive about the chaos
and working with the public, especially
parents,” Wilson said.
Johnson said she runs into more rude
people at her other job at Buckhead Café.
“There’s a lot more rude people when

FASHION

CONTINUED FROM DIVERSIONS

St.
Louis
senior
Jantelle McNeil, also a
merchandising
major,
helped to recruit models
for the show.
The aspiring designer
has been involved in other
campus fashion shows,
including last month’s
“Rip the Runway.”
Although McNeil said
she was familiar with the
Humane Society before
beginning work on the
show, the event inspired
her to possibly adopt a pet
in the future.
“I always wanted a
puppy,” McNeil said.
“And I’m definitely going
to start looking.”
“Dogs on the Catwalk”

I want them to look
back and remember
taking a picture with
the Easter Bunny and
it being exciting."
—KRISTINA JOHNSON
Bowling Green freshman

you’re working with food,” she said.
Johnson’s family and friends find it
funny that she’s the Easter Bunny.
Her younger brother, Ethan, said he
teased her when she got the part.
“It was weird going up to the mall and
seeing her in the Easter costume,” he said.
“My parents even laughed about it.”
It’s all in good fun, though.
Ethan, a freshman at Warren Central
High School, said she was entertaining
when they were growing up.
“I thought it was good that she took the
part, because she’s easy to get along with
and works good with children,” he said.
Wilson said she’d be upset if Kristina
didn’t return next year.
“Kristina is one of my best workers,”
she said. “She always does what it takes.”
Wilson may not have to look too far for
her next Easter Bunny, though.
Ethan can see the bushy tail, big ears
and big purple chair in his future.
“I would take on the role as the Easter
Bunny,” he said.

was a group effort among
the students and the
community.
The
WKU
Floral
Shop’s arrangements lined
the runway, featuring
red roses dispersed with
dog treats. Kappa Delta
sorority and Fruit of the
Loom also helped sponsor
the event.
Both
the
WKU
Store and Dillard’s in
the Greenwood Mall
provided clothes for the
models.
The attire, ranging
from casual on-campus
wear to Homecoming
formal clothing, featured
WKU’s signature colors
of red and white.
McQueen said Dillard's
employees
Michael
Simmons and Carlos
Guerra worked with her

classmates to put together
the more formal looks.
One of the models
wearing clothes from
Dillard’s was a sophomore
from Mount Juliet, Tenn.,
Megan Lemmons, who
said she was eager to
participate in the show for
two reasons.
In addition to modeling
in Nashville, the 19-yearold merchandising major
appeared in last spring’s
fashion show at WKU
featuring clothing made
from recycled materials,
and she said she was eager
to help out her fellow
students again.
The dogs, Lemmons
said, were a plus.
“I
love
animals,”
she said. “I was sad
there weren’t cats, but it
happens.”
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WKU students prepare for 'Stop Kiss' production

By ANNA ANDERSON
sports@wkuherald.com

As the school week was winding down
for WKU students on Friday, members of
the Theatre & Dance department’s production of “Stop Kiss” were just getting
started.
Around 7 p.m., the actors, crew and
director began arriving at the Gordon
Wilson Lab Theatre for a long night of
rehearsal.
With less than a week before opening
night, the students and faculty were kicking into high gear.
For Michelle Dvoskin, a first-year assistant professor in the department, this
production has been a long time coming.
After finishing up her graduate studies at the University of Texas in Austin,
Dvoskin joined the faculty at WKU.
When Dvoskin began speaking with
the theatre department about choosing a
script for her first show at WKU, she said
she suggested “Stop Kiss.”
“That conversation happened a lot,
and I think I mentioned ‘Stop Kiss’ every
time,” Dvoskin said. “I’ve been waiting
for the chance.”
She said she first read the script as an
undergraduate student and has wanted to
work with it ever since.
“Stop Kiss” was written by Diana Son
and debuted off-Broadway in 1998.
“There’s such a heart to it,” Bowling
Green junior Holly Berger said.
Berger plays Sara, one of the lead characters in the show.
Sara is a schoolteacher from St. Louis
who relocates to New York and meets
Callie, a city traffic reporter.
“You can tell from the very beginning
that they have a connection,” said Corbin
junior Sterling Franklin, who plays Callie.
Throughout the course of the show,
Sara and Callie develop a romantic attachment to each other. Their decision to
be together irrevocably alters their lives.
Although the show does contain some

MICHAEL RIVERA/HERALD

Corbin junior Sterling Franklin (left) and Bowling Green junior Holly Berger rehearse for “Stop Kiss,” a production by WKU’s Theatre & Dance
department. “Stop Kiss” debuts Thursday, April 12 at the Gordon Wilson Lab Theatre.

adult subject matter, Berger said she
thinks the play is well-balanced between
heavy and light topics.
Franklin said she struggled to get beyond how the audience could perceive
“Stop Kiss.”
“I’ve never had to deal with anything this controversial before,” she said.
“Some people could be downright against
the show.”
Yet, Louisville junior Josh Gustafson,

the assistant director for the show, said
he is confident the message will be well
received.
“This is theater,” he said. “And theater
is supposed to tackle issues and create
change.”
Berger said she was worried at first
about accurately portraying Sara’s character on stage, partially due to the nature
of the show.
Before this, Berger said she had most-

ly done roles in productions meant for
children, and Sara is a big departure for
her.
“It really tests you to let you know
what you’re capable of,” Berger said.
Dvoskin thinks “Stop Kiss” is well
suited to her cast because of the show’s
underlying themes.
“I actually think it’s a perfect show
for college students,” she said. “It’s about
making choices and committing to them.”

OPA lends a hand toward fellow sister’s passion
By MOLLY ENGLISH
diversions@wkuherald.com

College students are
often called to do service
work, because of a university group affiliation
or as apart of their course
curriculum. For sisters of
WKU’s Omega Phi Alpha sorority, they have
extended their hearts to
help a fellow sister pursuer her passion.
A junior from Allatin,
Tenn., Mandi Willard became group leader of the
March for Babies team
for the March of Dimes
walk taking place on Saturday, April 28.
“I am so extremely
passionate about the
March of Dimes, be-

cause of two little people
named Gregory Ross
Howard and Lydia Irene
Sallee,” Willard said.
After Willard’s family experienced a tragic
event with the loss of
Ross from a premature
heart condition, Willard’s aunt gave birth to
an extremely premature
baby girl named Lydia.
The hospital bills,
along with her aunt’s
two other daughters, put
a financial strain on the
family, tugging on Willard’s heartstrings to do
something to help.
The full story is on
Willard’s blog, thetruejoy.blogspot.org, which
is connected to the Lydia
Bracelets, pink silicone

bands that say “A Little
Heart and Soul."
“I am more than happy
to send bracelets through
the mail or personally
deliver them,” Willard
said. “OPA will also
have a booth in DUC for
the bracelets on Tuesday,
April 10 and Tuesday,
April 17 from 11a.m. to
2 p.m.”
Orders for the bracelets can be sent to alittleheartandsoul@gmail.com.
Willard
discovered
the March of Dimes walk
through fellow OPA sister, Scottsville junior
Kim Dippolito, because
the organization has always been close to her
heart. Willard and Dippolito found out at a pre-

walk meeting that they
were the first WKU affiliation with the walk.
“I wanted to make sure
we did something that
would not only make an
impact on her family, but
would also impact people
in the same situation as
well,” Dippolito said.
After hearing about
OPA’s
involvement,
WKU fraternity Phi Delta Theta joined their team
and is planning on walking and handing out water
and snacks at the walk.
At the Lydia bracelet booth Tuesday, a
sign up sheet will also
be available for people
wanting to go to the prewalk game hosted by the
Bowling Green Ballpark.

Tickets for the game
on April 21 are $10. The
game starts at 7:05 p.m.,
followed by a firework
show. A portion of the
sales are donated to the
Walk for Lydia team.
Anyone can sponsor
the team by dedicating
$200. By sponsoring,
they get a sign along the
walk with their business
title on the banner. Currently, March for Lydia
doesn’t have a sponsor,
but several members
signed up for the team
roster.
The walk on April 28
is at Phil Moore Park.
Registration begins at 9
a.m., and the walk begins
at 10 a.m. Any individual
who raises $50 on their

personalized page will
receive a free T-shirt the
day of the walk.
Money raised for the
March of Dimes not only
goes toward research of
premature birth, but also
research for birth defects
and diseases such as
childhood leukemia, cystic fibrosis, autism, cancer, Alzheimer disease,
spinal bifida, diabetes
and congenital heart defects.
“I strongly encourage absolutely anyone to
join our team by going
to
marchforbabies.org
— click join a team, type
OPA March for Lydia in
the search box, and click
the pink underlined team
name,” Willard said.

Bowling Greenʼs Newest, Hottest, Student Housing Community
Everybody wants to live here

Like Us! Follow us!

-Limited Space Available
-1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments available
-All utilities paid (including cable and Wi-Fi)
-Walk to Downtown and Campus

-Variety of Floor Plans
-9 ft Ceilings
-Hardwood Floors
-Completely Furnished
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A stuffed Big Red hitches a ride on the back of WKU bookstore employee Scott Broadbent to the temporary new
home of the store. The WKU Store will re-open in the Garrett Conference Center on April 17.

Alpha Kappa Alpha to
host Miss Black Western
By KAYLA SWANSON
news@wkuherald.com

Jessica Nichols, Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority president, described
this year’s Miss Black Western pageant participants as “a very exciting
bunch.”
“They’re very enthusiastic, and
I really see they have a lot of fun
when they’re actually practicing,”
said Nichols, a junior from Potomac, Md.
Nichols believes those who attend the pageant, which is hosted
by the AKAs, on April 20 will have
an “emotional attachment” with the
participants.
“These girls are so unique,”
Nichols said. “A lot of them are just
brilliant girls.”
Miss Black Western began in
1961, when black women were not
allowed to be on Homecoming court
or crowned Homecoming queen,
Nichols said.
The winner of the pageant will
not only be crowned Miss Black
Western, but will also receive a
book scholarship for one semester
paid for by the AKAs, Nichols said.

The pageant will consist of an
opening dance where each woman
will give her introduction, model
business and spring attire, perform a
talent, model an evening gown and
recite her personal narrative.
After the evening-gown modeling, the group of 14 women will be
narrowed down to five. The top five
will then participate in a question
and answer session, and a winner
will be chosen.
Pageant participants have different
reasons as to why they want to compete
to be crowned Miss Black Western.
“I realized that it would be a
good opportunity to get involved,”
said Jacarri Fitzpatrick, a freshman
from Jeffersonville, Ind.
Fitzpatrick heard about the pageant through Shirelle Williams, a
sophomore from Jeffersonville,
Ind., who participated in the pageant last year.
Fitzpatrick said practices began with participants writing and
memorizing their introductions and
narratives. They recently finished
learning the choreography for the
opening number and are now working on their individual talents for

the pageant.
“It’s a cool atmosphere to be in
just because everybody is having
fun while they’re doing it — nobody is really complaining,” Fitzpatrick said. “The AKAs are super
nice about everything, but they take
this event seriously.”
Louisville freshman Chelsea
Knight-Milton, who heard about
the pageant from a friend who is in
AKA, chose to compete in the pageant in order to feel more independent.
“Normally, I’m like always with
my friends like doing everything
with them, and this time I just wanted to do it for me,” she said.
Nichols hopes those who attend
will have a fun time and be enthusiastic about seeing the girls compete.
“They can expect a good show
— it’s very entertaining,” Nichols
said. “Talent is my favorite part of
it.”
Doors to the Downing University Center Auditorium open at 6:30
p.m., with the pageant beginning at
7:08 p.m. Tickets for the pageant
will be sold, but the cost is to be determined.

Documentary by WKU alumna,
husband to be screened on campus
By MICHAEL MCKAY
news@wkuherald.com

Julie and Ben Evans had been
working as actors in New York City.
Ben’s college buddy, Mark Dixon,
was working in Silicon Valley for
technology startups.
In the summer of 2007, the three
teamed up to travel to all 50 states
in a used hybrid car. They condensed hundreds of interviews and
1,600 hours of footage they shot into
YERT, a documentary about the state
of sustainability.
YERT — Your Environmental
Road Trip — will be screened in
Mass Media and Technology Hall
Auditorium on Wednesday at 7:00
p.m. The film is being hosted by the
office of Sustainability.
Evans, who directed the film, said
he first started talking to Dixon, fellow road-tripper and YERT producer, about an environmental road trip
after seeing Al Gore’s documentary
“An Inconvenient Truth.”
“I had been looking for a way for
a while to marry my passion for performing and creative stuff with the
issues that I cared about the most,
which were environmental issues,”
he said.
He said the group had always
been interested in environmental
issues, but making the documentary became more important for the
two because of events with Dixon’s
brother and Ben’s mother.
“His brother was kind of this ecocentered guy, and he was not that at
all,” Ben said. “And then in the early

2000s, (Dixon’s brother) said, ‘Everything you know is wrong.’ And
for me, it really was the death of my
mother.”
Ben said the death “lit a fire” under
him and made him want to get more
involved with environmental issues.
But, Ben said his wife, Julie Evans, needed a little more convincing
to get involved with YERT.
“I knew that I wouldn’t be able to
do it if she didn’t do it,” Ben said. “I
wouldn’t be married by the end.”
Julie, a 1992 WKU graduate, said
she wasn’t involved with sustainability efforts while she was on the Hill.
She said when she met Ben, she was
becoming more aware and interested
in recycling by being surrounded by
the trash while in New York City.
“So by the time I met him, he was
already in a place of ‘I want to build
a house out of old tires,’” she said.
“So you know, I think we were both
ready to sort of embrace that.”
“She definitely knew what she
was getting into when she married
me,” Ben said.
Julie said she was able to incorporate an idea for a sustainable practice
she saw while at WKU.
During the trip, the group has a
rule that they must keep all of their
garbage they accumulate in the car,
filling one shoebox a month, in an effort to be more sustainable.
Julie said the idea for this came
from an assignment given to one of
her friends at WKU who had to carry
all of her garbage around with her for
a week.
“That kind of thing stayed with

me, and when we decided to do
YERT and we were thinking about
projects we could do to make ourselves feel more sustainable, that
was the very first thing that came to
my mind,” Julie said.
“And it was totally from Kay
Madrick’s social science class.”
Conflict on the road isn’t always
caused by shared space or the growing number of shoeboxes filled with
garbage.
Ben and Julie, who were told they
were both infertile, found out Julie
was pregnant three months into the
trip, with her due date the same day
as the official end of the trip.
Ben and Julie said the focus of
the film is more about sustainability
than themselves. Ben said because
the group filmed themselves, they
weren’t picking up a camera every
time someone there was involved in
a conflict.
Filming ended in 2008, but Ben
said he and Dixon spent three years
editing the film before premiering it on
the festival circuit in September 2011.
The YERT team has been selfdistributing through their YERT.com
website.
Ben said the team is working to
get a wider distribution.
Ben and Julie Evans are participating in a question-and-answer session after the screening at WKU.
Sustainability Coordinator Christian Ryan-Downing said WKU paid
for the rights to screen the film for
a limited number of times. She said
WKU could host another screening
in the fall.

University College

Department of
Professional Studies

The Real Estate Program offers several options
which prepare students for increasing levels of
responsibility and career choices within the ﬁeld
of real estate like:
• Real Estate Licensure Examinations
• Earn a Certiﬁcate in Real Estate
• Earn a Real Estate Associate Degree

• Also look into our
other Programs
Including:

• Human Resources
• Information Systems
• Management
• Ofﬁce Systems
• Paralegal
• Real Estate

http://www.wku.edu/professionalstudies/
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Vote for your favorites in and around
Bowling Green to enter for a chance
to win an iPad or WKU gear!

First and Last Name:

Preferred E-mail:
WKU 800#
800#:

You can choose to vote in one category or all 50, but please
only vote for businesses located in the Bowling Green/Warren
County area. Only WKU students, faculty and staff are
eligible to vote, and each ballot MUST include a valid 800
number. All entries must be received by 4:30 p.m. April 20.
You can only enter once, either online at wkuherald.com OR by
returning this paper ballot to the Student Publications Center.

FOOD
Best Breakfast Place:
Best Coffee House:
Best Ice Cream or Frozen Yogurt Place:
Best Late Night Meal Place:
Best Mexican Restaurant:
Best Pizza Place:
Best Place for Appetizers:

SHOPPING
HEALTH & BEAUTY

Best
Bookstore:
B B
k

Best
Nail
Salon:
B N
il S
l
Best Clothing Store:
Best Place for a Haircut:
Best Flower Shop:
Best Place to Workout:
Best Liquor Store:
Best Tanning Salon:
Best Place to Bargain Shop:

PLACES & SERVICES

Best Place to Buy WKU Gear:

Best Bank or Credit Union:
Best Place for Dessert:

Best Sports Store:
Best Car Wash:

Best Place to Eat Healthy:
Best Cell Phone Service:
Best Restaurant:
Best Off-Campus Housing:
Best Sandwich Place:
Best Place for Worship:
Best Sushi Place:
Best Place to be Spoiled by

ENTERTAINMENT

Your Parents:

Best B
Bar:
B
Best Place to Study:
Best Place for Happy Hour:
Best Place to Take a Date:
Best Place for Karaoke:

ON-CAMPUS
B
i ttii ((non-Greek)
G k):
Bestt C
Campus O
Organization
Best Fraternity:
Best Major:
Best On-Campus Event:
Best On-Campus Housing:
Best Place to Eat on Campus:
Best Professor:

RECREATION
Best Place for Live Music:

Bestt B
B
Bike
ik Sh
Shop:

Best Sorority:

Best Radio Station:

Best Golf Course:

Best WKU Athletic Team:

Best Sports Bar:

Best Place for Outdoor Recreation:

Best WKU Landmark:

